
To all team secretaries, 

At the last AGM a committee proposal was offered to eliminate the amount of 

void “B” league matches taking place each year and ensure a productive match 

result.  

This was subsequently rejected during the democratic voting process and 

nothing agreed in place. 

As match secretary I need our rules to be concise in order that the correct 

procedure is enforced. I propose the following be adopted for the coming year, 

but welcome any practical adjustments from each team secretary sent to our 

league secretary Mark Davies for final acceptance. 

Our rules relating to the subject in question are 39 and 47 which attempt to 

offer clarity but lacks vital points.  

So in the absence of a clear directive Rule 39 should read as follows; 

39.  Each team shall consist of not more than nine shooters.  

The five highest scores shall count for the “A” league match score 

providing each team completes five scores. 

 The fifth to seventh highest scores to count for the “B” league match 

score providing each team completes seven scores.   

If one team fails to provide the specified number of scores above the 

match/ matches will not be valid.  Only match points will be awarded to 

non-defaulting team, match statistics will not be recorded but individual 

scores are. 

As the last paragraph of rule 39 refers to a different subject it is suggested this 

now becomes rule 47. 

47. A non-counting shooter, i.e. A. N. Other shall not be allowed to fire if a 

registered shooter present has not fired, subject to the discretion of 

team captains. For example, where the registered team shooter has just 

arrived at the match. 

The contents of rule 47 referring to rule 39 is added to rule 39. 
 

Regards 

Keith Skidmore (Match Sec) for 

NADARL 

24th Sept 2019 


